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Another new fun feature has been spotted on the new beta version of WhatsApp! It is called Animated Stickers and will make conversations more interesting and interactive for users. The feature was first spotted by WABetaInfo, a popular website that pushes regular updates on WhatsApp. SEE ALSO: WhatsApp being probed by India's antitrust watchdog for allegedly abusing the
market position you have to update your version of WhatsApp on 2.20.194.7 Android beta and 2.20.70.26 iOS beta or new updates, in order to view animated stickers. WhatsApp Business is included, says WABetaInfo. It further states that previous updates may also be able to get the feature, but since WhatsApp basically allows features in the latest updates, it is advisable for
users to install updates as mentioned above. For users who have already updated to the latest version available but can't detect the feature, they can back up their chat history and reinstall WhatsApp to get updated features. Speaking of animated features, they consist of three parts: first, it is the ability to view animated stickers, save and send all received animated stickers. Users
can also import animated stickers from third parties who have their own animated sticker packages. SEE ALSO: WhatsApp is launching a new initiative to combat the spread of COVID-19 misinformation in India In addition, users can also download default animated sticker packages from the WhatsApp Store. WABetaInfo claims that WhatsApp is currently deploying the feature to
specific users, but only with the ability to view animated stickers. WhatsApp will roll out the full feature for users after the full activation of the three parts. WhatsApp continues to bring new and interesting features to its users to make their experience more interactive and interesting. One of these latest additions was WhatsApp's 'Animated Stickers', which the company rolled out to
users around the world. There's plenty of these fun animated stickers to choose from on WhatsApp, so how to download them and where can you find them on WhatsApp? It's very simple, read on! READ ALSO: WhatsApp Business has 50 million active users, adds Link Exchange Catalog and qR codes now, steps varying very little for Android and iOS. Here we go: Step 1:
Android users, first open WhatsApp on your phone and then choose any chat on WhatsApp, here you need to go to the emoji icon. Once you've chosen the emoji icon, you'll find a sticker icon on the right side, next to the GIF icon. For iOS users, instead of choosing an emoji icon, you can simply click on the Sticker icon. Step Android users, once you've chosen the stickers, you'll
find an icon (me) in the top right corner. Click that and you'll find all the sticker tab where you'll be able to choose from a variety of these animated package stickers ranging from together at home, bright bright on sullen foodies and more. iOS users can simply choose the stickers to add to get packages with stickers. Step 3: Now, both Android and iOS users, just click on the green
color download icon next to the sticker package that you want to download. After that, it will take a few seconds, after which you will see a green check showing that the download is complete. Step 4: And Vual! Now you'll find stickers loaded in the WhatsApp sticker tab. Just click on any of them to send them. So, go ahead, download these animated stickers on WhatsApp and
have fun conversations with family and friends. Source: Harish Jonnalagadda / Android Central WhatsApp Web is a great way to expand the capabilities of the messaging platform on the desktop. The web client is easy to set up and use, it has the same visual interface as the mobile version of the app, and messages are instantly synced between the phone and the Internet.
Here's how you can set up and use WhatsApp Web. What is WhatsApp Web? WhatsApp Web is what it sounds like: a web portal that lets you reflect your phone's WhatsApp experience on a desktop browser like Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera or anything else you like. In order to keep WhatsApp safe and closed, WhatsApp Web is not a separate copy of WhatsApp that lives
independently of your phone. Instead, it relies on connecting your phone to WhatsApp to create the original copy, and then, by using a photo of a unique code to authenticate, it brings that accurate experience to the web. Once you get out of WhatsApp on your phone, the internet connection is severed. How to activate and use WhatsApp Web To use WhatsApp on the Internet,
you need to link a web client with your phone. To do this, go to web.whatsapp.com on your computer. You'll see the code on the page, and you'll have to scan it with your phone to link your account to the web version. Here's what you need to do on your phone: Open WhatsApp from the app drawer or home screen. Click on the overflow action menu (three vertical points) in the top
right corner. Hit WhatsApp Web. Put the phone on the CD code on web.whatsapp.com. Source: Harish Jonnalagadda / Android Central Here's all you need to do. Your account is now connected to a web client and you will be able to use WhatsApp directly from your browser. WhatsApp Web allows you to share documents, photos and videos, contacts and even use your computer
camera to photo-family and share them. You can also view friends' stories, initiate new chats, change your profile picture, and use the chat search feature. Most of the features you use on a daily basis on WhatsApp on your phone are available and that makes WhatsApp Web a particularly great utility. If you are not interested in launching WhatsApp in your browser, you can
download a Windows client and have it running on your computer. A true flagship for The Galaxy S20 has all the features you care about. There's a stunning 120Hz AMOLED panel with bright colors, a powerful Snapdragon 865 chipset with 5G, upgraded cameras with a 30x hybrid zoom, and all-day battery life. You shell out a lot of money, but you also get a phone that will last a
few years without any problems. Source: Harish Jonnalagadda / Android Central WhatsApp today announced several new features for its platform. The chat app is finally catching up with the likes of Telegram with animated stickers. The new dark mode will also be available online and desktop apps. Update, July 8 (12:00 pm ET): WhatsApp today announced the deployment of
animated stickers. WhatsApp today announced a bunch of new features for its apps. First of all, the ever-popular dark mode is now making its way from mobile apps to desktop and web applications. In addition, the company is expanding its sticker offerings to include an animated kind of finally catching up with the likes of Telegram. Other improvements in quality of life include the
ability to add contacts using the qR code and the ability to focus on a video stream of one person during a group call. This comes after the company recently raised the maximum limit of participants per video call from four users to eight. Last but not least, if you're a kaiOS user of super cheap, semi-smart phone features, the Facebook-owned company also sends some love your
way with the availability of status updates on KaiOS. All of these features are expected to roll out to users with the latest versions of the app in the next few weeks. WhatsApp today announced that animated stickers are being rolled out. Dark mode for the Internet was already available last week. The company is also testing other features, including a multifunctional login and
improved search. Source: Whatsappbrand.com The world's most popular messaging app, which is owned by the company behind the world's most popular social network, is making big changes. Instead of asking users to pay a small subscription fee of 99 cents a year, Facebook-owned messaging service WhatsApp completely reduces its fees to become a free app. As Joon
Yang Wang reports for quartz, the change comes as Facebook is making a number of key changes to its other blockbuster messaging app, Facebook Messenger. WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger are starting to experiment with chatbots and other services that allow users to do more with a regular chat-based user interface. This is a change that is consistent with the
expectation that chatbots will be the killer app of the new year. But why Facebook ditches its subscription model it previously offered users a year of free service and then asked them to pay 99 cents a year, ostensibly to keep the service ad-free - and giving up the only easy way to monetize its 900 million active active You can find the answer in whatsApp's blog about the change,
where users are told: Starting this year, we will be testing tools that allow you to use WhatsApp to communicate with businesses and organizations that you want to hear from. This can mean communicating with your bank about whether a recent transaction was fraudulent or with an airline about a flight delay. We all get these messages elsewhere today - via text messages and
phone calls - so we want to test new tools to make it easier to do on WhatsApp, while at the same time giving you the experience without third-party ads and spam. Wang notes that when WhatsApp is able to fulfill those requests that are used as examples in the blog, WhatsApp will likely start to look a lot more like Facebook Messenger. Messenger has undergone a significant
shift in its own, morphing from a simple chat app to an interactive platform where users can book a ride on Uber or make requests for a digital assistant called M. As a chat app, WhatsApp is able to benefit from the growth of chatbots (and constantly improving artificial intelligence technology that will continue to make them smarter and more useful for months). Data released in
ComScore's 2015 Mobile Apps Report show that messaging apps account for 91% of all time spent on mobile and desktop devices by U.S. users. Companies ranging from banks and airlines understand that because their customers are in messaging apps, that's where they should also be. Facebook isn't the only messaging apps that are making this shift easier. Slack recently
announced an $80 million fund to develop third-party chatbots for its platform. WeChat has added a plethora of integrations that allow its 650 million users to complete tasks from paying bills to buying movie tickets directly from its messaging app. And a plethora of interesting startups - think Fin, Magic, or Operator - allow you to use the messaging interface to order food, get
flowers delivered, find a restaurant, book a flight, shop clothes or furniture, set reminders, or get answers to your questions. The idea of the apps that all these startups are building is actually a great way to make things easier on you. Instead of downloading and tracking many different apps, you'll be able to complete everything from one app, or, in the case of multiple chatbots,
simply by texting a specific phone number from a messaging app you already have and use every day. As Wang points out, WhatsApp's shift towards a free model means it's likely to be easier to grow its user base and retention (especially users it will lose after their free year of service). With 900 million users, it is the most popular messaging app in the world, although Facebook
Messenger is gaining on it, with more 800 million users by Dec. Comparing the two, Facebook has undoubtedly noticed that Messenger and WhatsApp are adding users at a similar pace, although WhatsApp has yet to gain traction among American users. With the switch to a free model, WhatsApp is on track to maximize its user base, which will become all the more valuable as it
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